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 The translation is free for the community, so if you can spare a moment, you should definitely do so. 2) An Introduction to the
Translator The translated Visual Novel is based on Typemoon’s original Visual Novel game, Eye of Judgment. This Visual

Novel was released on PS4 and PC in the first quarter of 2018, and now it is available on the App Store, Google Play and iOS
Store (including Chinese iOS). It is known for being one of the few, if not the only, ‘Critical Role-like’ VNs to have a fully
fleshed out story with a cast of characters and a proper gameplay mechanic. You can have a look at the playthroughs of the

game here. Lately, the situation has worsened for the translator. In September of this year, Mato Toda, a developer of
Typemoon, announced that he would be retiring from VN making, to which many assumed that the project in question was the
Eye of Judgment Visual Novel. Although this is not a certainty, it is still a viable possibility. Despite the retirement, however,
Mato Toda has stated that he would be still be keeping up with Typemoon’s Visual Novels. He also stated that the game under
consideration for translation is the one he is currently working on, and he would be bringing it to an English release. If this is
true, we have been anticipating this game for a very long time. It would be the first time a Typemoon game to be released in
English. 3) Why the Eyes of Judgment Visual Novel? As a part of the TL notes, it is mentioned that the Eyes of Judgment

Visual Novel is based on the game of the same name, a Visual Novel by Typemoon. The title of this Visual Novel also contains
the word “Judgment” which is related to a very interesting feature of the game. The gameplay mechanic of the Visual Novel is a

completely unique point of differentiation compared to other Visual Novels. Unlike other Visual Novels where the player’s
choice of dialogue and action is scripted to a predetermined route, this Visual Novel is a Critical Role-like VN where the player

plays the role of a summoner, and they can only interact with the characters in the game through the help of their summoner.
For example, in the event where a player decides to skip a line and just shout “Summon 82157476af
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